Abstract-This paper investigates product innovations efficiency in innovative subsection DL «Manufacture of electrical and optical equipment» at the level of Russian regions on the basis of the DEA approach. Leading regions on product innovations efficiency were identified by absolute and relative indicators. We found that only a few regions in Russia are characterized by intensive innovation processes. Most regions lag far behind the leaders on indicators of intensity of innovation processes and innovation efficiency. We proposed and tested cluster analysis method to rank the objects (regions) on their DEA coordinates and to assess the statistical significance of differences between objects.
I. INTRODUCTION
Innovations are the important factor of economic and manufacturing growth. But some other significant factors work upon this process. There are also some problems to estimate innovations efficiency, such as the time lag between the moments of idea creation and innovation product market income, innovations discrete and locality. The innovations efficiency can be evaluated for a particular company. The problem is to find innovation efficiency for industrial sector or region using statistical data. Scientists have identified three main approaches to evaluating the efficiency of complex innovation systems [1] :
• Construction of indices and rankings on their basis national or regional innovation systems [2] .
• DEA approach. Focused primarily on the assessment of the efficiency of the innovation system as the ratio of outputs and inputs (results and expenses) [3, 4] .
• The modeling or econometric approach. This approach is used to analyze the factors affecting the performance of the innovation system. The researchers apply theoretical analysis, mathematical modeling and econometric tests to assess the impact of individual factors [5] .
Initially, the researchers focused on the level of national innovation systems. In later studies, the notion of smallersized innovation systems was introduced, such as regional, sectorial, technological, and corporate innovation systems. This paper examines sectorial innovation at the regional level. The object of study is innovative subsection DL «Manufacture of electrical and optical equipment» in Russian regions. The subsection DL «Manufacture of electrical and optical equipment» in Russian manufacturing corresponds with Statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the European Community (NACE Rev. 2) subsections С26 «Manufacture of computer, electronic and optical products» and С27 «Manufacture of electrical equipment» [6] . The problem of Russian manufacturing is low level of innovation activities. Subsection DL is one of the most innovative Russian industries [7] but some innovation effectiveness indicators in DL subsection are several times lower than in foreign countries. For example, speed of product updates (the ratio of production value of new or significantly improved products to total production value) in Russia is 4,5-5%
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2nd International Conference on Social Science and Higher Education (ICSSHE 2016) (estimated on the basis of [7] for 2010-2013 data). The leading European countries (Germany, France and Italy) at the same time have 23-31% (estimated on the basis of Community innovation survey [6] for 2012 data). At the same time for the Russian leading regions innovation effectiveness indicators in subsection DL are comparable with the leading foreign countries. We examined the innovation indicators and the differences between domestic and foreign enterprises for the subsection DL in [8, 9] .
In present paper we analyze the efficiency of product innovations using DEA approach and apply cluster analysis to rank the objects (regions) on their DEA coordinates and to assess the statistical significance of differences between objects. We perform cluster analysis according [10] and used software product "Statistics" for calculations. Our research is based on statistical data of subsection DL for Russia and Russian regions [7] .
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
We applied the DEA method to evaluate the efficiency of innovation separately for absolute and relative indicators. The indicators, which were used for the analysis, are shown in Table I . These indicators data for Russian regions are calculated for 2010-2013 years. Russian regions for the research were included in the sample if its production value of subsection DL was more than 15 billion rubles in 2013 year. Such criterion allowed choosing and examining 30 large regions with significant results. The important fact is that 10 participants of Association of Innovative Regions of Russia (AIRR) [11] are chosen for our research as the regions with significant production value of innovative subsection DL. Regions AIRR in Tables II and III • DEA-analysis is used to identify the leading regions in absolute and relative indicators.
• Regions' clustering is performed to rank the regions and determining their lag of leaders on the results of DEA-analysis and to assess the statistical significance of differences between regions.
This work is devoted to the product innovations efficiency research at the subsection DL for Russian regions level. The proposed methodology may be used for the innovations efficiency analysis in other subsections of manufacturing oriented on product innovations.
III. RESULTS OF DEA AND CLUSTERING ANALYSIS
The values of absolute and relative indicators of regions are presented in Table II . The results of DEA are shown in Fig.  1, 2 . The leaders are Ulyanovsk region (28), the Republic of Mordovia (22), Moscow (1) Tyumen region (18). Note that three of the four leading regions are part of the AIRR. St. Petersburg (2) and the Sverdlovsk region (5) also show high absolute indicators. These data describe the ratio of outputs and inputs for product innovation in absolute terms, but do not characterize the intensity of innovation processes. One of the leaders is Moscow, but it is not a leader due to the intensity of innovation processes. Moscow is a leader due to the size of the economic, industrial and innovation activity. We can conclude that in the process of a comprehensive estimation of innovation efficiency the results of DEA of absolute and relative indicators should complement each other.
One of the unsolved problems of the DEA approach is to assess statistical significance of the differences in ranking objects. DEA approach determines the leaders, but does not assess statistical significance of the lags from leaders and differences between regions. In this paper, we applied cluster analysis to assess the statistical significance of differences between the regions according to their DEA coordinates:
1. First approach. Regions' clustering by their DEA coordinates, which characterize the distance to the optimal borders; 2. Second approach. Regions' clustering by one of their DEA coordinates, which characterize the distance to the nearest optimal border. Another coordinate in this case is taken equal 1.
For clustering regions we applied methods of K-means and hierarchical clustering using association rules (Ward's method) and proximity measures (Euclidean distance). DEA coordinates of regions (EAI, NPAI -first approach, EAII, NPAII -second approach) and regions' clusters number (CI and CII) are shown in Table III . DEA coordinates of leading regions are equal (1; 1). In the first approach we grouped the 30 regions in 13 clusters (Fig. 3) . Leading regions form cluster CI1. F-test shows that the differences between the average values of clusters in their entirety are highly significant (at the level of 0,0005>p) for each indicator. The smallness of the clusters samples assumes control of the results rank Kruskal-Wallis test, which confirms the findings of F-test in a bit milder form.
In particular, by the variable EAI cluster leaders СI1 highly significantly different from all others, and СI8 is statistically significant (at the level of 0,05> p> 0,005) differs from СI11. By variable NPAI cluster leaders СI1 insignificant (p> 0,10) differs from СI2, statistically significant (0,05> p> 0,005) -from СI5 and highly significantly -from all others, and СI8 statistically significant (0,05> p> 0,005) -from СI13, СI4 and strongly significant (0,005> p> 0,0005) -from СI5.
The first approach can be applied to the DEA-models with any number of variables, but it does not correctly evaluate the position of lagging regions and leading regions. For example, St. Petersburg (2), as shown in Fig. 1 , is located next to the optimal borders Mordovia (22) -Moscow (1), but in the clustering it is far from the leaders. But analyzing the statistical significance of differences for each variable separately we are solving this problem. As shown above by variable NPAI cluster leaders СI1 insignificant (p>0,10) differs from СI2 (St. Petersburg (2)).
In the second approach we grouped the 30 regions in 9 clusters (Fig. 4) . Leading regions form cluster CII9. By the variable EAII cluster leaders СII9 highly significantly different from all others (СII7 and СII5). By the variable NPAII cluster leaders СII9 is statistically significant differs from СII8 (р=0,03), СII2 (р=0,01) and strongly significant -from СII4 (р=0,003).
The second approach estimates the distance to the nearest optimal border. In this case, St. Petersburg and the Sverdlovsk region form cluster С8 and they are located close to the leading regions. Other regions lag far behind. These lags correspond to Fig. 1 . However, at present time the application of the second approach seems mathematically valid for only one input indicator and one output indicator. Further research may help to develop this approach for more variables.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The conducted analysis allows us to make the following conclusions.
1. On the basis of the DEA approach, estimation of product innovations efficiency was carried out for the electronic industry (subsection DL) at the level of Russian regions. Leading regions were identified by absolute and relative indicators of product innovations efficiency.
